Your challenge: Read a book that is set in a New England state or written by a New England author.

Color in the state corresponding to the book you read. Write the TITLE and WHERE you read it (for example, on the couch? beach? airplane? bathtub?)

Want to keep going? Choose a book set in or written by an author in another New England state. Can you color in the whole map?
Some ideas for where you can read this summer

1. Read at a library
2. Read at the beach
3. Read under the covers with a flashlight
4. Read in an (empty, dry, and filled with pillows!) bathtub
5. Read while waiting in a line
6. Read in a closet
7. Read while traveling in a car, plane, train, or boat
8. Read while getting your hair cut
9. Read in a park
10. Read with a pet

Bonus Challenge:
Read a book about where YOU are!
Are you at camp? Read a book set in a camp!
Headed to California? Read a book set in California!
Are you staying right here? Read a book about being at home!

Using the blank postcard we gave you, draw a picture or describe where you're reading and drop it off at the library or send it in the mail.